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CH A PTER 1

Jimmy, Johnny and George

YES, I blame Jimmy Hill  In between playing inside-right 
for Brentford and Fulham and fronting several successful 
football shows on TV, Hill, in his dual role as manager of 
Coventry City and chairman of the Professional Footballers’ 
Association, successfully abolished the Football League’s 
maximum wage in 1961  A keen trade union leader, Hill 
brought to an end the miserly £20 weekly pay packet, 
resulting in his former Fulham colleague Johnny Haynes 
becoming the first £100-a-week player  Haynes and Hill were 
not alone in feeling pleased about all this; some 30 miles 
north of Craven Cottage, in leafy Hertfordshire, my father, 
Geoff, was equally ecstatic … 

During the latter period of Hill’s career – when he was a 
regular presenter and pundit on both ITV and BBC – he was 
often perceived as a figure of fun by public and media alike  
Hill was never shy and would often play up to the media, 
displaying his long chin and pipe in a comical fashion in many 
press photos  He also once memorably replaced an injured 
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linesman and ran enthusiastically up and down the line in 
a televised match  However, it must be acknowledged that 
Hill was a clever and forward-thinking operator  His many 
innovations as manager at Coventry revolutionised the club 
as well as the game in general  For instance, he immediately 
nicknamed the club The Sky Blue Revolution, changed the 
kit to light blue and co-wrote the club’s ‘Sky Blue Song’  He 
also introduced the first magazine-style club programme and 
encouraged fans to get to the brand-new stadium early to 
enjoy the pre-match entertainment  

A year or so after Hill’s victory, I remember Dad mentioning 
the name George Eastham a few times  I presumed it was 
because Eastham was rated as a skilful inside-forward, similar to 
Haynes  But there was another reason  Eastham, who was born 
in Blackpool in 1936, joined newcastle United some 20 years 
later  During his time there he fell out with the club, claiming 
the house the club had supplied him with was uninhabitable  
He also had issues with the secondary job that the club had 
arranged for him and their attempts to stop him playing for 
the England U23 team  With his contract due to expire soon, 
in 1959, Eastham refused to sign a new one and requested a 
transfer  However, newcastle refused to let Eastham go  

Unable to leave, Eastham went on strike at the end of the 
1959/60 season, moving south to work as a salesman  Finally, 
in October 1960 newcastle relented and sold Eastham to 
Arsenal for £47,500  However, Eastham considered the point 
worth fighting for and, backed by the PFA – who provided 
£15,000 to pay for Eastham’s legal fees – he took the club to 
the High Court in 1963 

In the case, Eastham versus Newcastle, Eastham argued 
that it was an unfair restraint of trade and that newcastle 
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owed him £400 in unpaid wages and £650 in unpaid bonuses  
The judge ruled partly in Eastham’s favour, stating that the 
retain-and-transfer system was unreasonable, although he 
ruled that, as Eastham had refused to play for newcastle, any 
payment of wages for the disputed period was at newcastle’s 
discretion  Although Eastham did not gain personally, he 
succeeded in reforming the British transfer market  The 
‘retain’ element of retain-and-transfer was greatly reduced, 
providing fairer terms for players looking to re-sign for their 
clubs, and setting up a transfer tribunal for disputes  

Dad was a staunch socialist whose regular reading 
material included Tribune, Private Eye and ERT (Electrical 
Retail Trader)  Hill and Eastham quickly became heroes of 
my father, ranking just below a non-footballer – nye Bevan, 
Labour MP and founder of the nHS  Coincidentally, Bevan 
had been co-editor of Tribune between 1941 and 1945  At this 
time my father had other more pressing priorities, training to 
drive a tank and being posted to north Africa before travelling 
to Arnhem, Holland to fight the good and futile fight there 

He didn’t do things by halves though and, after surviving 
Arnhem by the skin of his false teeth, having somehow 
escaped his shell-blasted tank on three separate occasions, he 
returned home to find a wife, raise a family and get a job, not 
necessarily in that order 

He accomplished all three and, a year after Hill’s great 
wages triumph, Coventry City visited Watford, which was 
the nearest league club to our Bricket Wood home  And so 
on Friday, 23 March 1962, Dad decided to pay his respects 
to Jimmy in person and arranged a short trip to Vicarage 
Road to watch the game  He didn’t go alone though, he took 
me along too 
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I was going to watch a real football match for the first 
time and, even at that tender age, I had the feeling that this 
was going to be an exciting and important day  Although I 
recall nothing of the actual game, I remember that I stood 
alongside Dad at the Vicarage Road end  It was no surprise 
that details of the game are a blur as I was far too short to see 
anything more than a few fleeting images as I was surrounded 
by, what seemed like, several hundred huge football-loving 
giants towering above me 

Bizarrely, the highlight of the day was getting back home 
in time to hear the result being announced on BBC Radio  
By the time my mum had made us a nice cup of tea the result 
had been solemnly announced  I couldn’t believe I had been 
at the same game when the following words crackled across 
the airwaves: ‘Watford 0, Coventry City 1’, especially as it was 
news to me that my team had lost!

But the result didn’t seem to matter that much  The 
important thing was that Dad had inadvertently cast the soccer 
spell and I had succumbed to its magic  Arthur Hopcraft, 
author of The Football Man, concurs: ‘Even now, whenever 
I arrive at any football ground, or merely pass close to one 
when it is silent, I experience a unique alerting of the senses  
The moment evokes my past as an instantaneous emotional 
rapport which is more certain, more secret, than memory ’

I would become a Watford supporter for better or worse, 
but not immediately  For the next few years I switched my 
allegiance to Manchester United  This was mainly because 
the following season I watched my first FA Cup Final on TV  
It featured United versus the favourites Leicester City  United, 
who had struggled in the league that season, triumphed 3-1 
with Denis Law scoring a memorable opener past Gordon 
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Banks  Law immediately became my boyhood hero and not 
even the emergence of the teenage Beatle-lookalike George 
Best a few months later could usurp him  I was not alone 
though  A whole generation of young football fans loved Law 
and United in equal measure  Why?

I believe the main reason was that the tragedy of the 1958 
Munich air disaster was still fresh in the minds of football 
fans across the globe, and in May 1963 Law was United’s 
newcomer, having arrived for a record fee from a glamorous 
Italian club – Torino  He was the future, a mercurial Scottish 
showman, a sportsman born at the right time and in the right 
place  He was a predator with pace, wit and attitude  Great 
in the air, he was a constant danger, not only in the penalty 
area but when picking up the ball from deep and running 
rapidly at the opposition  

What’s more, Law and his team-mates were blessed with 
a great manager – Matt Busby  Busby must have known he 
had been similarly blessed with the likes of Law, Best and 
Bobby Charlton leading their attack and Pat Crerand and 
nobby Stiles adding the necessary steel in midfield  Busby 
was also clever enough to realise that he could let the attack 
loose on the opposition with the simple instruction: ‘Just go 
out and play ’ 

There’s a story about a pre-match team talk given by 
legendary Liverpool boss Bill Shankly prior to facing United  
Legend has it that Shankly went through the opposition’s line-
up one by one, singling out the shortcomings and weaknesses 
of United’s line-up  He started with goalkeeper Harry Gregg, 
old; Shay Brennan, slow; Bill Foulkes, can’t head the ball; 
Tony Dunn, one-footed; Pat Crerand, temperamental; nobby 
Stiles, dirty; Albert Quixall, dodgy knees; and David Herd, 
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lazy  He stopped and was about to leave, when one of the 
Liverpool players said: ‘What about Law, Best and Charlton 
boss?’ To which Shankly replied: ‘Well if you canna’ beat a 
team with only three players!’

Law had many attributes that attracted young footballers 
and fans alike  For starters he possessed the best bicycle kick 
in the game, he was spring-heeled and able to beat many 
taller defenders in the air, he had the best goal celebrations 
and he had an arrogant swagger about his game  He also 
became a style icon by playing whilst gripping the cuffs of 
his long-sleeved football shirt  not that important, you might 
think, except that so many players, pros and amateurs copied 
him  I’ve lost count of the number of times I’ve played with, 
and against, footballers of a certain age who mimic ‘The 
King’  We might not have been able to play like him, but we 
could try, in some small way, to look like him  I know fellow 
football-lover Rod Stewart is a fan and I’m sure he copied 
Law’s hairstyle too! Former West Bromwich Albion striker 
Tony ‘Bomber’ Brown was also a huge admirer of Law  

I soon realised that Dad was not an avid football fan  I 
was sure he liked the game though, and he once told me he 
played in goal at school and that his boyhood hero was Alex 
James, the playmaking inside-forward of the great Arsenal 
side of the mid-1930s  He also told me how good Cliff ‘Boy’ 
Bastin was and that James and his team-mates did most of 
their training in the local Orange Tree pub in Totteridge  This 
was typical of his humour and quite possibly true  But he 
always had a ‘soft spot’ for Watford and, although I realised 
regular trips to watch Watford with Dad wouldn’t happen, 
he always remained interested in the club’s fortunes  On my 
return from a game he would always enquire whether there 
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had been a good attendance and what sort of a game it had 
been  In time this was abbreviated to one short, swift and 
simple sentence: ‘Many there, good game?’ 

Dad was acutely aware that in those days – before 
sponsorship, TV millions and billionaire investors – gate 
receipts were the main source of income  In Watford’s case it 
was vital, as chairman Jim Bonser had a reputation for being 
careful with the cash  Lancashire-born Bonser was chairman 
from 1958 until 1976 and was a hard-nosed businessman who 
seemed reluctant to invest in the club  

My Dad preferred tennis in his younger days, and he was 
quite handy too, winning the men’s singles at Mill Hill Tennis 
Club in 1947  He also won the heart of my mum, Joyce, there  
Dad often mentioned that Fred Perry was an inspiration  This 
was hardly surprising as Perry, brought up as a working-class 
socialist in Stockport, was very much an exception in the 
tennis world of the 1930s  According to Dad, Perry’s hard-
hitting, big-serving aggressive game went against the grain of 
the old boys’ hierarchy within the Lawn Tennis Association 
(LTA) of which Dan Maskell was a leading light  Maskell 
was at times not keen on Perry and favoured the gentler, 
more stylish game of Bunny Austin  Perry was an out-and-out 
winner and Great Britain had to wait another 60 years for 
another when Scotsman Andy Murray burst onto the scene  

During a holiday in Devon in the early 60s, Dad took 
the family to watch the British player, Roger Becker, take 
on Jaroslav Drobny in an exhibition match at Budleigh 
Salterton Lawn Tennis Club  Becker was a tenacious player 
from a working-class background in south London  Jaroslav 
Drobny was born in Prague, Czechoslovakia, leaving the 
country in 1949 to travel to Egypt where he attained Egyptian 
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citizenship  He later came to the United Kingdom and 
became a British citizen  In 1954 he beat Ken Rosewall in the 
Wimbledon men’s singles final and, with a formidable left-
handed swinging serve, was a handful, particularly on the clay 
courts of Europe  He won the Italian singles championship 
three times and the French twice to prove it  But on grass, 
Becker must have fancied his chances  

The club was jammed with spectators, many of them 
elderly ladies used to tea and cucumber sandwiches  Instead 
they got some salty language from Becker, who had already 
been upset when Drobny set the tone for the match by 
arriving on court and looking around with a perplexed look 
on his face: ‘no ball boys for a player of my calibre?’ he asked 
nobody in particular  Becker’s mood soon blackened when he 
got a pasting in the first set, he started effing and blinding 
at the top of his South norwood voice  Dad found it all 
highly amusing and the game and Becker’s language was 
often recounted to his friends and drinking partners  On 
the rare occasions I play club and friendly tennis, I repeat 
Drobny’s remark about the lack of ball boys  I think Dad 
would have liked that 

Dad also played the occasional round of golf at Batchwood 
in nearby St Albans, but it was often a trial  When I once 
asked him how he had played, he replied: ‘One good one, 
one bad one ’ When I was older I often thought that was 
not a bad average! However, his father was a good player at 
Finchley Golf Club, just a five-minute walk from his home  
My grandfather, Alfred, was a kind, courteous and calm man, 
less than average height and not a big hitter  Dad told me 
that Alfred was uncannily accurate off the tee, hardly ever 
straying from the fairway, and possessed an impressive ‘short 
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game’  This is borne out by the fact that he achieved the very 
rare feat of playing a round in under his age when he was in 
his late 80s  There’s a plaque in the clubhouse in honour of 
his achievement  

When I was about 12, I inherited an old set of golf clubs 
from him and a dozen or so golf balls from his vast collection, 
which were kept in an old suitcase under his bed  I would 
often practise in the school field opposite my home and I 
still possess his 8-iron  I later dabbled with the game and, 
whenever I told Dad I was off to play, he’d always come up 
with the same line: ‘Don’t forget your compass, Paul!’

As far as hobbies and domestic chores were concerned, 
my Dad was from a generation that thought nothing of 
tinkering with the car, doing the gardening or undertaking a 
few DIY jobs around the house, but apart from cleaning the 
car and changing the oil every now and then, and keeping the 
garden lawn in check, that was about it  When any serious 
horticultural tasks needed doing, his father would come 
over from Finchley on his small motorcycle on a Thursday 
afternoon  I looked forward immensely to these visits as 
Grandad would usually have a fresh bag of barley sugars in 
his pocket and, if I was patient and polite, I would receive 
one or two of them  If I did pluck up courage to ask for one, 
he’d reply: ‘Presently, Paul, presently ’

Dad would sometimes pluck up courage and undertake 
a few menial gardening chores on a Sunday morning, and 
weeding the rockery was a favourite  I would often help him  
After a few minutes Dad would be accosted by the inevitable 
lost motorist who would stop and ask us if this was the M1? 
The recently opened stretch from Bricket Wood to London 
was still a mystery to many weekend drivers and they would 
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start to wonder if Mount Pleasant Lane was indeed the 
gateway to Mill Hill, Edgware and Golders Green  This 
was because they would follow the slip road from the A405 
and, instead of following the signs to the motorway, would 
accidentally sweep round to the left  By the time they reached 
our bungalow we were sitting targets  

When the rockery was all neat and tidy we would 
concentrate on the back garden and in particular the patch 
of land behind the beech hedges, behind the (imaginary) 
football goal and (real) cricket crease  Once we were there and 
had been digging for a few minutes, Dad would say: ‘We’ll 
have a real go at the kitchen garden this year, Paul ’ Every 
spring he’d repeat the line and every year the kitchen garden 
would never materialise  normally, whatever duties were 
undertaken would generally be completed by mid-morning, 
giving us time to drive up the road and take in the football 
opposite the local social club, where Dad would meet up with 
his friends for a post-match, pre-Sunday-lunch light ale  I’d 
have a fizzy orange and munch away at the free chunks of 
cheese and crisps on offer at the bar 

Talking of kitchens, Dad very rarely cooked anything  
When he did, it would invariably lead to disaster  He 
could handle Sugar Puffs or grated apple and a cup of tea 
for breakfast, and maybe herring roe on toast for tea, but 
that was about it  Mum wouldn’t allow him to do anything 
more elaborate after he set fire to the kitchen one Saturday 
afternoon  Mum had gone on a keep-fit weekend with some of 
her friends, and Dad fancied scampi and chips  Unfortunately, 
he forgot to dry the scampi after rinsing them in the sink 
and, when tipping them into the boiling mass of fat, they 
caught fire and set the curtains alight  I was watching David 
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Coleman reading out the football results on Grandstand when 
the smell of smoke and burning nylon wafted through the hall 
and into the lounge, followed by the sound of Dad swearing at 
the top of his voice and beating the curtains with a tea towel: 
‘Christ almighty, what have I done?’ I was too scared to leave 
the lounge and stayed put until the fire was extinguished, 
all the windows and back door had been opened and Dad 
had hastily removed the burnt curtains, putting them in the 
outside dustbin  Perhaps he thought Mum wouldn’t notice 
that her kitchen curtains had gone missing? We had herring 
roe on toast for tea and Mum soon had a new set of kitchen 
curtains  Dad received strict instructions to never attempt to 
cook again 

Alfred Bishop 
My dad’s father was born on 18 July 1887, in Lydbrook in 
the Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire  One of his parents was 
Welsh, which made my dad one-quarter Welsh and gave 
me one-eighth Welsh or Celtic blood  In Michael Hurd’s 
book, Immortal Hour, the biography of the English composer, 
Rutland Boughton (whose mother was born Grace Martha 
Bishop), he states: ‘It is from the Bishops, the fine-boned 
Celtic Bishops, that Rutland Boughton inherited his musical 
gifts ’ So it seems likely that Grace Bishop was a great-aunt 
(or possibly great-great-aunt) to my grandfather, as she is 
known to have had two nephews named John and Francis  
Grace Bishop had a brother, Charles, who was a schoolteacher 
in Lydbrook, so there is a clear Forest of Dean connection  
Her father, Francis, is described as a ‘cheerful and contented 
old man’, just like our grandfather  Soon after the end of 
the Great War in 1918, Alfred left Gloucestershire to seek 
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work in London  When looking for a suitable place to live, 
he started in central London and found what appeared to be 
nice accommodation  He placed his suitcase on the floor and 
started chatting to the owner of the house  Before he could say 
a word the lady advised him to keep an eye on the case as it 
might get stolen  He left immediately and looked elsewhere, 
eventually finding a safer and more attractive place to raise 
his family in Finchley  

Rutland Boughton was a fan of Richard Wagner and is 
remembered for his attempt to create an ‘English Bayreuth’ 
at Glastonbury, where he established the first series of 
Glastonbury Festivals that ran with enormous success from 
1914 until 1926  In 1978, on my first trip to Germany with 
my football club, St Albans Wanderers, I was taken to the 
Bayreuth Festival by my host, Alfred Bolian, and his family  
Although not an opera or classical music fan, I remember it 
being a particularly special and important occasion, full of 
pride and nostalgia for the Germans – rather like the Last 
night of the Proms is to us 


